Know Your Product – Lighting

TPDL200 Series – 15 Watt LED Downlights

TPDL200-203 – 15 Watt LED Downlights


Dimensions: Trim Width 110mm, Body Mounting Depth 80mm, Cut-Out 90mm

Typical Use: General illumination for commercial and larger domestic applications. Available in two options of colour temperature to suit most area’s requirements. Typically use warmer 3000° K for domestic and cooler 4000° K for commercial applications.

Comparison: General replacement for Dichroic Downlights.

Perfect Match: With Clipsal LED Dimmer 32ELEDM-WE. Delivering dimming smoothly down to 5%.

TPDL202 15W Cool White LED

Ceiling Height 2.7m High

For more information contact your Clipsal and Schneider Electric Partner Business Representative or visit clipsal.com
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